227 ENTOMBED IN PENNSYLVANIA MINE “HELL ROLE”

Communists Lead Kiangsi Revolution

New Tammany Chief?

FIND 21 DEAD; SIX LOST IN VALLEY CAMP BLAST; 200 MAKE WAY TO SAFETY

National Miners’ Union Local Charges Murder; Men Forced to Work in Dangerous Gas

Valley Camp Coal Co. Owned by Labor-Hating Pilsner Family, Allied With Rockefeller

BULLETIN

PARNASSUS, Pa., March 21—The bodies of 21 miners killed in the preventable gas explosion in the Valley Camp Coal Co. in the Redfield section of Pennsylvania were brought to the valley last night. The families of the victims were so badly burned that they could barely be identified. They were found at the foot of the first main slope. Between six and twelve other miners are still in the workings and are being searched for. The bodies were brought to the valley from the scene of the explosion by the government agencies and the local Miners’ Union. The toll of dead miners killed in this mine rises to 141.

21 Men Died in Mine Disaster

The bodies of 21 miners were yesterday brought to the valley from the scene of the explosion. They brought the total number of dead miners killed in this mine to 141. The accident occurred in number 21.

The bodies were brought to the valley in the evening. The families of the victims were so badly burned that they could barely be identified. They were found at the foot of the first main slope. Between six and twelve other miners are still in the workings and are being searched for. The bodies were brought to the valley from the scene of the explosion by the government agencies and the local Miners’ Union. The toll of dead miners killed in this mine rises to 141.
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Terror Goes On While Factions Fight

COMMUNISTS IN REICHSTAG VOTE MISCONFIDENCE

Hit Socialist Program of Armboden

BERLIN, Germany, March 31—

The Communist Party, which had boycotted the Reichstag for three years, voted today to take its seats in the legislature for the first time. The vote was taken by the Communist Party list in a closed-door meeting of the Reichstag.

The vote, in effect, indicates that the Communists are willing to work with the other parties in the government and its administration.
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